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Abstract  
Due to global warming, sea level rise and its impact on shoreline 

became a burning issue in all over world especially low laying coast 

like Maldives and East Indian coast.There are number of reports and 

studies on sea level rise and its impact on shoreline changes. 

Shoreline is highly productive and most dynamic zone because of 

interference of three processes namely terrestrial, atmospheric and 

marine, acting on the earth surface.Due to this it’s becoming an area 

of development like rapid urbanization and industrialization in the world. This is also an area 

which is very sensitive to sea level rise along coast. So as level of sea is increasing, the 

population of the coast becoming very Vulnerability to natural phenomena. So analysisof 

shoreline changes and relation with sea level rise becomes very important due to its importance 

in the coastal management and planning program in all over the world. Therefore, the present 

studyis focusing on the effect of sea level change on shoreline position alongAndhra coast. 

Because Shoreline change study helps to understand provides useful data on predicting the future 

trend which is useful in further planning. 
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Introduction 

Shoreline is a dynamic linear feature between land and sea. It is very sensitive to physical 

process like sea level rise; wave direction speed, current,tidal flooding etc. as well as 

anthropogenic process. These changes occur long and short terms and involve hydrodynamic, 

geomorphic, tectonic and climatic forces (McBride et al., 1995; Thom and Cowell, 2005). These 

days, Coastal erosion is a chronic problem and is often thought of as inevitable along most open 

shores of the country. Shoreline and coastal processes are not restricted by administrative 

boarders and constantly change in response to wind, waves tides, sea level fluctuation, seasonal 

and climatic variation, human alteration, and other factors that influence the movement of sand 

and material within a shoreline system. The loss and gain of economically, ecologically and  
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